Drugs enable MALDI-TOF MS of their DDS
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Introduction

Aim

Drug delivery systems (DDSs) have been established to overcome
the insolubility in aqueous media of many hydrophobic drug
molecules.[1] The hydrophobic character of the drug molecules often
arises from a π-system, either of aromatic or conjugated character.
These π-systems result in a bathochromic shift of the absorption
wavelength into the UV region, which is a basic prerequisite for the
matrix in the matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)
process.[2,3] Assuming that a π-system is in principle sufficient to
provide matrix qualities, several drugs might account as matrix in the
MALDI process and enable the volatilization of themselves as well
as enclosed compounds.

MALDI is an established method to volatilize substances to render
them amenable for MS. The choice of matrix plays the central role
in the success of a MALDI-TOF MS measurement and the matrix
has to meet several requirements.[4,5] However, detailed structural
specifications have not been established so far, and the choice of
matrix is still rather an empirical search than a rational choice.[6]
The aim of this study is the evaluation of drug molecules as
matrices for the MALDI process. This approach will allow in future
the simultaneous detection of both the DDS and the drug in in vitro
and in vivo applications.[7]
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PMMA 2.5 kDa

Madurahydroxylactone
(MHL)
The base peak was provided for,
i.e., Chart, RA and THP by a quasimolecular
ion, either of a
protonated species (RA and THP)
or a sodiated molecule (Chart).
Both AmB and MHL showed the
formation of numerous, intensive
fragments, whereas for AmB no
molecular ion could be detected.
Thus, it can be concluded that most
of the drug molecules are suitable
for the MALDI process.
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The ability to act as matrix was investigated for a choice of polymers. RA
as established matrix for MALDI delivered the best quality profile for all
homopolymers. Nevertheless, surprisingly good volatilization enhancing
effects have been detected for the four other drug molecules making
them also suitable as matrix.
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The spectra obtained for the block copolymer are evaluated manually because the assignment
of the peaks due to their multitude and overlapping character is not always performed properly
by the applied software. RA and AmB seem to be the best suited matrices to measure PEG-bPCL. Nevertheless, by applying the other matrices a distribution is observable even though not
with the same resolution of the isotopic pattern.
Micellar solutions of MHL, THP and RA encapsulated by PEG-b-PCL at the optimum inclusion
capacities were selected for further MS investigations. However, only for the micellar solution
of THP the drug as well as the block copolymer were detected in MALDI-TOF MS proving this
system to be suitable for simultaneous detection of a drug as well as its carrier.
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From the LDI investigations it can be concluded that all drug
molecules can be excited and transferred into the gas phase by the
laser light. Within the MALDI approach the drugs were used as
matrix for different homopolymers. Although the drugs Chart, MHL,
THP and AmB did not reach the quality of the standard matrix RA,
they showed surprisingly good results. Also for the block copolymer
all drug molecules acted as matrix but RA and AmB delivered the
best peak resolution. For the micellar solution of THP the drug as
well as the block copolymer were detected in MALDI-TOF MS
proving this system to be suitable for detection of a drug as well as
its carrier. The imaging of these DDSs will be part of a future study.
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